CALL FOR PROPOSALS
21st ACSUS Biennial Conference

Ottawa: A Capital City
November 16-20, 2011
The Westin, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

The Association for Canadian Studies in the United States is a multidisciplinary organization that seeks to encourage the study of Canada and U.S.-Canadian relations.

All proposals should have a distinctive Canadian focus, but we also encourage submissions that consider Canada in a comparative context.

Conference Sections include: Anthropology • Sociology and First Nations • Arts—Visual and Performing • Business • Trade and Economics • Gender • Identity and Diversity • Geography • Resources • Environment • History • Border Issues and Migration • Foreign Policy and Defense • Literature in English • Literature in French • Politics and Public Policy • The North • Quebec and the French Presence in North America • Education • Canada in Comparative Perspective • Life Sciences and Technology. Poster Sessions are also planned.

Deadline for submissions is December 15, 2010.
Visit www.acsus.org for submission forms and more details.